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SHAFAGH  
DASTJANI 
FARAHANI,
EOS CENTER OF 
ANALYTICS, HAMBURG 

has been part of the international data expert 
team since May 2020. The doctor of experimental 
physics grew up in Tehran, Iran and came to Ham-
burg as a student at the end of 2003. Shafagh 
mastered another new beginning when she joined 
EOS in the middle of a lockdown. In her free time, 
she likes to exercise. 
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#SHAREYOURKNOWLEDGE  
   HOW THE DIRECTOR OF AN 
AWARD-WINNING LIBRARY  IS 
WORKING ON RE-IMAGINING KNOWLEDGE 
   AND HOW AN EOS EXPERT  MANAGES 
 TO TURN LARGE VOLUMES OF DATA 
INTO IMPORTANT BUSINESS INSIGHTS .

THE DOUBLE INTERVIEW

SÖREN AUER,
TIB – LEIBNIZ-LEIBNIZ  
INFORMATION CENTER FOR 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
HANNOVER

took over as director of the world’s largest special library  
for science and technology in 2017. Since then he has  
been master of over 9.3 million media items, including six  
million books. He is also Professor of Data Science  
and Digital Libraries at the Leibniz University Hannover. 

L O C AT I O N :  
T I B  –  L E I B N I Z  I N F O R M AT I O N 

C E N T E R  F O R  S C I E N C E  
A N D  T E C H N O LO GY  A N D  
U N I V E R S I T Y  L I B R A RY,  

H A N N OV E R

The TIB in Hannover was recently crowned 
“Library of the Year 2020” by the German 
Library Association, in recognition, among 

other things, of its pioneering role in shaping 
the digital transformation of libraries.

www.tib.eu
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“We know fairly exactly  
what we are looking for” 

 SHAFAGH DASTJANI FARAHANI

T O  S E E  
some other special libraries  

worldwide go to:  
www.eos-life.com
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“This current wealth of knowl-
edge is like a huge, unstruc-
tured pile of documents” 
SÖREN AUER

everyone can get a wealth of information on the internet 
with just a few clicks? 

SÖREN What is true is that in the course of the digital trans-
formation process the monopoly of libraries on knowledge 
dissemination has declined over the last 20 to 30 years. On 
the other hand, you often don’t even get to where you want 
with just a few clicks. Knowledge is frequently hidden behind 
paywalls, excluding large parts of the population from access. 
Libraries, however, are accessible to all. We ensure that there is 
still free access to information even in the digitized knowledge 
environment. 

As the world’s largest specialist library for technology 
and science, your establishment collects an enormous 
wealth of knowledge and has just been honored for its 
services relating to free access to research knowledge. 
Why are you so committed to this? 

SÖREN Consider the current battle against the COVID-19 
pandemic. It was only possible to respond so quickly to the vi-
rus because researchers worldwide immediately made their re-
search studies freely available on the internet in what are known 
as open-access repositories. Our society is facing so many ur-
gent challenges: climate change, electromobility, biodiversity or 
even fake news. To drive progress, we need free access to the 
entire spectrum of scientific and scholarly literature. It must be 
just as freely accessible in the digital environment as library 
collections are in the analog world. 

In the current pandemic it helps that leading virolo-
gists from many countries were already well connected. 
That made it easier to share knowledge gained about 
Covid-19 and harness it directly. In other words, free ac-
cess to knowledge is essential, but it must be prepared 
properly before it is useable.

SHAFAGH In my daily work as a data scientist I am constant-
ly confronted with the same problem: I would like to read up 
about a technical issue, but the volume of publications is so 
huge that it is very time-consuming to filter out the genuinely 
helpful links and articles. 

Why does targeted access to existing research knowl-
edge still not work better, Sören?

SÖREN Around 1700, the entire knowledge canon was so 
manageable that it could be read by a single researcher. Today, 
more than 2.5 million new research papers are published and 
provided as PDFs every year. This wealth of knowledge is like a 
huge, unstructured pile of documents. 

Shafagh, in the Center of Analytics you analyze data from 
collection processes in various countries and use it to 
optimize prediction models, which helps EOS to initiate 
the best next step in the debt collection process. You are 
building something like an “EOS super brain”. But new 

Shafagh, when did you last stand in a library with me-
ters-long bookshelves, as you are doing today? 

SHAFAGH DASTJANI FARAHANI As a student I spent a lot of 
time in the Hamburg State and University Library. When I came 
from Iran to Germany with little knowledge of the language, I 
had to work extremely hard to be able to follow the lectures. 
Luckily, I was able to borrow textbooks in English from the li-
brary at that time, which was my lifeline. I even had a casual job 
on the loans desk for a few semesters. 

SÖREN AUER It was different for me. As a student I most-
ly learned from the lecture notes and rarely borrowed books. 
Nevertheless, during my computer science degree I guess I 
became a librarian in spirit, without exactly being aware of it. 

How do you mean that? 

SÖREN Even then, I was preoccupied with the question of 
how knowledge and information can be organized. And that’s 
precisely the challenge of modern library work.

What are libraries still useful for nowadays, given that 

technologies and approaches are constantly being add-
ed. Does your team face the same kinds of challenges as 
the scientific community when it comes to sharing newly 
acquired knowledge?

SHAFAGH We come together once a month in community 
meetings (see page 10) and these international exchanges are 
helpful. As far as our day-to-day work is concerned, we are 
dealing with large volumes of data that are nevertheless man-
ageable. 

In what way? 

SHAFAGH We know which data we are getting and what our 
objective is. We have information from previous processes and 
the data is pre-filtered to a certain extent. Although naturally 
we do have to decide which data to use for a prediction model, 
in compliance with data privacy regulations, to be able to take 
impartial decisions. 

SÖREN That is what’s great about the field you’re working in. 
You recognize patterns in the data and have historical data from 
which you can draw conclusions about future developments. 
But that is just not so easy in other areas. 

You and your TIB colleagues have taken it upon your-
selves to bring order to this untamed mountain of knowl-
edge. How are you going to manage that? 

SÖREN We need to re-imagine knowledge. This is why we 
are working with partner organizations on the Open Research 
Knowledge Graph (ORKG), a next-generation digital library 
for semantic, i.e., machine-readable, scholarly knowledge. The 
ORKG cross-links knowledge in a wide range of formats – 
texts, images, videos, 3D models and much more. It presents 
different research concepts, methods and results in such a way 
as to establish completely new connections between knowl-
edge. The knowledge graph could revolutionize the dissemina-
tion of knowledge. 

Do you see parallels between the challenges faced by 
modern companies like EOS and present-day science 
when it comes to harnessing masses of data? 

SÖREN The advantage that a company has is that it is easier 
to implement efficient standards and process models than it is 
in academia. In a company, the CEO specifies which database 
everyone has to use. In academia and the research community 
there are millions of researchers, hundreds of thousands of re-
search groups and teams, and thousands of universities, where 
– and this is a good thing – the principle of academic freedom 
in teaching and research applies and is also strongly defended 
by every single scholar or researcher. In such circumstances it 
is therefore difficult to implement common standards.

At the same time, this also results in obstacles to the 
sharing and accessibility of knowledge, for which a li-

brary like yours presumably seeks solutions, is that right?

SÖREN We need to do more to change the way that new 
knowledge is published. In the same way as many companies 
have central databases, we need a knowledge database, with 
the help of which researchers don’t need to work through hun-
dreds of pages of paper but can find what they want with just 
a few clicks. 

We have talked a lot about digitized knowledge. Are you 
worried that at some point libraries as a space could be-
come superfluous?

SÖREN Not at all. As far as I can see, libraries are more in 
demand than ever. And not just for research purposes, inciden-
tally, but also as places of social interaction. 

SHAFAGH That’s true. When I came to Germany 18 years ago 
I made friends in the library. 

Many thanks, Shafagh and Sören, for your interesting 
insights.


